




So, you’ve got a mobile phone. Almost everyone has it now. Maybe, you have not 
just a mobile phone, but a smartphone – which can be used both as a phone and as a 
computer. Or, maybe, your parents had bought you a “laptop without a keyboard” – 
a tablet, “tablet PC”. All of them could be named simply: Mobile Device.

The most common thing for them is that they easily “travel” with their owner and 
can connect to the Internet.  Even the very simple mobile phone can do it now. So, 
to get online you do not need to be at home or at Internet-café any more. Internet is 
available at any place where the mobile phone can work.

Of course, even the tablet often cannot compete with “full-size” computer and with 
the laptop. But, anyway, it IS a computer. And it is vulnerable for all threats which are 
dangerous for ordinary PCs. In addition, new threats appear – which use the “tele-
phone part” of your device. So, the safety of your mobile device is probably the main 
thing you should think about when you use it.

Statistics says that very many crimes against children and adults are being made via 
mobile devices. That’s why mobile safety is so important. This threat may be danger-
ous not just for your device, but for you personally – it just will attack you via your 
“mobile friend”. But from the other side, your mobile device can help and save you if 
you need help.
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Vasya Needs Help!
The pupils of the fifth grade were waiting for the next lesson. While the teacher had 
not come yet, they were discussing the new mobile phone, which Dasha received at 
her birthday. That was her first own mobile phone. Classmates were happily pushing 
buttons on the screen and looking what will happen.

Suddenly, Dasha received an SMS: “I need money right now. Help me, please! Your 
friend Vasya”. Dashs was very surprised and showed the SMS to classmates.

–  Vasya? – she began to think. – Oh, maybe it’s Vasya from the next house? Or, may-
be, it’s another Vasya, from the youth club?

– Umm, don’t you know their mobile numbers? – Denis asked, one of Dasha’s class-
mates.
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– I do, - Dasha answered. – But this is a strange number…

Everyone began to give Dasha different advices how to understand which Vasya may 
need help. While they were doing it, the teacher Irina Petrovna entered the class. She 
was teaching Basic Safety lessons.

–  Hmm, wait to answer that, - she said. – It might be not so clear as you think. May-
be, someone wants to fool you.

–  But this is Vasya! I do have a friend with such name, and not one!

–  And how do you know that it’s really your friend Vasya, but not a fraudster? – Irina 
Petrovna asked. – Look how it happens. The fraudster “writes” an SMS that your 
friend or relative had got into trouble: “Help me!” Looks convincing, doesn’t it? 
He has even the whole story which problem he or she has. To read or not to read 
an SMS, you may ask? Of course you should read SMS coming to your phone, but 
you should also think about them. Don’t answer immediately. You have time to 
understand the situation.

–  How?

–  Very simply. You surely know the mobile numbers of your friends. Just call your 
friend using the number you know for a long time. And ask him what’s his problem.

–  OK, but what if this number does not answer? And this fraudster also says that 
Vasya’s phone is not responding?

–  Umm, you may ask to give the phone to Vasya. You surely know Vasya’s voice. And 
if it sounds differently, it is not Vasya. 
But if you are not really sure about his voice, you may ask a tricky question – the 
answer to which only you and Vasya know. It also should be such a question where 
it’s impossible to guess the answer. For example, ask him which movie you watched 
together at the movie theatre last Sunday. Especially if you did not go to the movie 
theatre that day at all…You will surely catch the stranger. You may even ask two or 
three such questions for sure.

–  And do I need to call this unknown number myself? – Dasha asked.
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You Need Money Or Help? 
– But if he calls me personally, he knows who I am? – Dasha asked.

– Not necessarily, - Irina Petrovna answered. – He might be choosing any random 
number to call. That’s why such fraudsters never call your name when talking to you. 

–  Hm, of course it’s better if this strange number calls you. Sometimes it happens 
when people are calling unknown numbers and may lose big money for such call 
from their mobile account. Actually, it usually happens with so-called “short” num-
bers – with four digits. But it’s a different story…

USEFUL ADVICE:

If you got an SMS asking to “help with money” to your friend or relative – 
firstly call this friend or relative using the contacts you know for a long 
time, and ask him\her what happened. If it is not possible, ask to give the 
phone to the friend which is said to have got a problem, and ask him\her a 
secret question. And, of course, don’t hurry making the decision.
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Or sometimes may call the name, but just at venture. They will send the same SMS 
at a thousand mobile numbers, at least among them there will be fifty Dashas or Ma-
shas. But sometimes the fraudsters do not even pretend that they know you – they 
pretend to be calling absolutely random person for urgent help…

– Hmm… But he may speak so excitedly or scared… - -someone of the children said. 
– You think it’s so easy to play that?

– No one is saying that it’s easy, - Irina Petrovna replied. – Some fraudsters are 
very good actors, not worse than in theaters or movies. They train such voice very 
long… The fraudster’s task is very simple – to embarrass you, to scare, to make 
you panic. To reach that, they always have “excited voice” ready. You may even 
think that you recognized the voice of your friend or relative. He asks you to help 
in a very bad situation. Or to tell very secret things about your relatives. You get 
shocked with the terrifying story about accident, disease or something similar. 
Their imagination is really vivid.

But don’t panic. Even if everything is true, the fear will not help you. Breathe 
deeply and think a bit. Get as many information about this “Excited Voice” as 
you can. For example, “ Who are you? What is your name? How did you get my 
number?” The pause in such a situation works for your safety and can make you 
proud if you catch the fraudster. You can tell your parents and friends how smart 
you are.

-It might be hard, - Dasha said. – You should be trained to behave so…

- Of course, - the teacher confirmed. –To know exactly, to act right and with 
thinking – means to keep you and your relatives safe!

- But what if they just ask for money and do not explain anything? – Misha, 
another classmate, asked.

- You know, in any case you should remember just one thing. Always ask: “Do 
you need money or help?”, - Irina Petrovna smiled. – When someone has a prob-
lem, he firstly needs a good friend near him. And if a stranger begins asking just 
money and talks only about money, you can be almost sure that it’s a fraudster. 
“Give me” – is not a call for help, that’s a danger sign for you and your friends.
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Telephone Dictation
– You know, guys, I actually don’t believe in all these fraudsters, - Vova, the main 
sceptic of the class, got into discussion. – In any case, you will have to hand them the 
money they ask. And at this moment I will see that it’s not Vasya.

– Come on, - his friend Denis immediately answered. – He will just ask you to transfer 
money from your mobile account to his one.

– Hmm, but is there really so much money? Maybe, a couple of euros – that’s what I 
will send him. And he will run such a theatre for two euros?

– Two euros from one user, four from another – and it will be quite an amount… 
Or he can just ask you to buy a prepaid card and tell him PIN – voila, he gets much 
money just from one person…
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– That’s right, - Irina Petrovna agreed with Denis. – If someone asks you to buy a 
prepaid card for ten, twenty, or even fifty euros and to give its secret code to this 
“someone” – that’s surely the fraudster. You know, they can even ask you to tell 
them the number of your parent’s credit card. So, don’t rush to immediately give your 
parents’ money to “save” your friend or, maybe, the parent himself.

– Hm, my sister was fooled by phone not long ago, - Dima said sadly. – Someone had 
like hypnotized her, and she did everything he wanted. Mom and Dad were very upset 
about it…

– Oh, really? How? – all the children began to ask.

– Some unknown man was telling her what to do. So, she typed in some kind of “paid 
code”.

– And…?

– And all the money got off the mobile account.

– How could that be possible? –children exclaimed, looking at Irina Petrovna.

She just shaked her head.

– Dima, do you know how it’s called? “Tehephone Dictation”. When someone is call-
ing you and asking to tell him a secret code or PIN from SMS, don’t do that. Just tell 
that you will call them back, and finish the conversation. You will always understand 
who was calling you since you see the number on your screen and in your recent calls 
list. And, of course, you should tell about it to your parents.

USEFUL ADVICE:

Even if the stranger does not ask for cash, but asks to buy a web-money 
prepaid card and to tell him the PIN from it – it’s definitely the fraudster. 
The same is when someone asks to transfer money from your mobile ac-
count to the other account which you don’t know. And, of course, do not 
type in any codes in the telephone if the stranger tells you to do it.
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Mobile werewolf 
– Sometimes, - Irina Petrovna continued, - the stranger in your mobile phone may 
pretend to be some kind of important person. For example, he may say that he is a 
“technical support specialist” or ”customer support operator” of your mobile provid-
er.  And he makes you a wonderful offer – for example, the new online GAME. Or a 
new app with free movie download… No matter what, the fraudster will find what 
you’d like. He may ask money for that – but he may not ask. In such case he will want 
you to type in some time of a code on your telephone. Just some letters or digits – 
and your mobile wallet is empty. 

Or, for example, another story. You may have got an SMS saying that your mobile 
operator has launched the “special campaign”. And, under it, you get “guaranteed” 
wonderful possibilities for the next week, month or for the rest of your life – for ex-
ample, free calls to your friends, free games, and so on.  The only thing you should do 
is to send to “customer support” (in reality, of course, there are fraudsters) the activa-
tion codes of several prepaid cards. Or to send back an SMS with some symbols.
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– But what if it is really the mobile provider’s offer? – Vova asked again.

– You should look attentively at the mobile number the offer comes from. The 
fraudsters often write that it’s an SMS from mobile operator, but the number 
is usual, “long”. Real offers from mobile operators NEVER come from “long” 
numbers. But even if it came from “short” number, don’t hurry – it’s not really 
a problem to make a “short” number.

It’s useful to remember the main “short” numbers of your operator. There are 
not really many of them. Actually, they might be saved in your phone’s mem-
ory, so you can check any new SMS. If the number is different – it’s probably 
a fraudster.

– Can’t we just call the mobile provider and ask if they really run th is offer? – 
Denis asked.

– Of course, we can and even we should, - Irina Petrovna answered. –But you 
should call not the number you’ve got the offer from, but the usual customer 
support number. You can get it on the mobile provider’s website or in your 
phone memory. You should tell the operator about the suspicious SMS, the 
number it came from, and then to ask if there is such an offer in reality. The 
consultant should really know all special offers from his company.

– Hm, one more interesting moment,  - Irina Petrovna remembered. – For ex-
ample, if you’ve got “fines” from your “mobile provider”. In reality, of course, 
that might be also a fraudster. The “Voice” or SMS says that you owe money 
– your account has gone “into minus”, or you did something wrong with your 
phone… But it doesn’t mean that you should immediately run and pay – es-
pecially using the data from the “Voice”.

– But if we do not pay, they will switch off our phone number…

– Not really. The firs t th ing you should do is to check your mobile balance. 
That’s easy – just dial the short number. I don’t th ink the fraudsters had 
hacked it – so you will get actual and real info. But if the money had really 
disappeared and you don’t know where –it’s also the reason to call your cus-
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tomer service. Not you should call, of course, but your parents, because the 
phone number is officially registered to them. So, if such story had happened 
– don’t keep it a secret from your parents, always tell them!

USEFUL ADVICE:

If you receive an offer or a demand from the name of your mobile provider 
or website administration –do not hurry. First, contact this website or mo-
bile provider using contacts from their official website, not from SMS you 
received. Do not call back the number from which you received suspicious 
info, and do not send any money until the real customer service operator 
confirms the reality of the offer and the payment credentials.
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Hidden aggressor
-Adults, adults… Why only adults? – Tolik muttered. - Sometimes equals in age can 
make such a call that you will feel ve-e-ry sad…

-What are you talking about? – Irina Petrovna asked.

- Hm, I know such a “friend” who calls his classmates and trolls them by phone. For 
example, he may say that something happened with their relatives, or just to offend. 
He’s got a smartphone, so he can do that also by E-mail. And, what’s really bad, you 
can’t see the number!

- That is REALLY BAD! – the teacher’s voice was like an ice. – No one can offend and 
play bad tricks with any person, thinking that it’s impossible to find you. Those who 
do so, just show that they are stupid and uneducated. And, of course, they are simply 
cowards – since they are hiding behind the phone or computer.

- And what to do with him?

- Hang up the phone and tell the parents. Actually, it’s good to know to such “trickers”, 
that it is quite easy to find them by phone. Do you know the cases when someone calls the 
police and tells that there is a bomb at school? The policemen always find who was calling.

- But that’s a bomb… - Tolik replied.

- And what is the difference for the telephone station? Technology can track any 
“anonymous” call, and here’s no difference about what one was calling. Such “phone 
tricks” are very, very dangerous…

USEFUL ADVICE:

NEVER do any kind of bad tricking or bullying by phone or Internet! That’s 
a criminal offence, and punishment can reach even those who are under 
16 – they will get negative police record, for example. 
If you became a victim of such a bully – the best you can do is to finish 
communication and to block his phone number, mobile communicator 
account or E-mail so he or she will not reach you.
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Mobile computer: hidden threat
– As for me, now I get online via smartphone, - proudly said Kolya. – Everyone told 
me that it is safer. Because the viruses usually attack computers, but it is not a com-
puter!

– Come on! – Denis immediately interrupted. – Remember how Vovka from your 
house was angry when his smartphone got locked. Opened some kind of MMS, and 
his phone hung on… Only the repair service had helped. You were telling us about 
that, not me!

– That really happened, - Irina Petrovna added. – Of course, tablets and smartphones 
are not “full-scale” computers, but there are special viruses  also for them… Usually 
they get to you via MMS or software which was downloaded from strange websites.  
When you open such message or launch the software – the infection starts…

– What’s really interesting, is that the infected device can behave differently. It 
might just work slow, may block up. Or it might start sending  a lot of SMS at special 
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“short” toll numbers which belong to fraudsters, and money from your account will 
run to them in a few seconds.

Some fraudsters even write special software which gets them all the data from your 
device. Phone book of contacts, photos…

– And is there any difference at all, we get online from the smartphone or from com-
puter? – Lena, the happy owner of a smartphone with big screen, asked. 

– At first you may think there is difference. Smartphone and even tablet is more” 
weak” than a  computer, they do not have keyboard and mouse, and they have a 
small screen. Many websites now have a special “mobile” version – for better use 
from smartphones and tablets. You won’t be able to play the “cool” game on a mo-
bile device, it’s harder to type texts…  But in general, there is actually no difference. 
No matter what you use to get online, the rules of the Web are the same – that 
means that the rules are the same about safety.

– So, there might be a mobile antivirus? – Kolya asked.

– Yes, there are special mobile antiviruses. They are not so heavily advertised as 
antiviruses for usual computers, but still it’s quite easy to find them. The best way to 
protect yourself from harmful software is to install such an antivirus on your tablet or 
smartphone. And, of course, it’s wise not to open messages from unknown senders. 
Better think ten times in advance than hurry and lose a lot of time and money.

USEFUL ADVICE:

Mobile devices ALSO can be attacked and infected, as usual computers. 
So, they also need antivirus protection. Besides, it would be safe not 
to open messages from unknown senders, use the links from unknown 
E-mails or messages, and not to install unknown software at your mobile 
device. It’s better to ask your parents to buy the software at well-known 
and trusted company or online store – it’s not expensive and more 
reliable.

– How come, “the phone had blocked up”? – “the hero of the day” Dasha got into 
discussion. – That’s not a phone number, that is the phone itself!
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– Very easy, - Irina Petrovna sighed. – Let’s see how it happens with computers. You 
sit near the monitor and browse pages, and suddenly you see on the screen such a 
message: “Your Windows has been blocked. Microsoft had detected unsafe use of the 
Internet from your computer. You browsed pages with harmful or illegal information. If 
you try to reboot, all the data from your computer will be deleted, including Windows 
and BIOS. If you do not react on this message for 12 hours, the same will happen. You 
MUST send 10 euros in the next 12 hours at the following phone number (usually that’s 
a usual mobile number). After that you will receive the special code at your mobile 
phone, which is to be used to unblock your computer”.  The same may happen with 
mobile devices, but there will be “smartphone” instead of “computer” in the message.

– So, they want money again? – someone of the children asked.

– Of course. And it’s not a fact that fraudsters will really keep their promise. You may 
send them money, but your device will stay blocked…

The main thing here is not to get into panic. And not to get scared that someone had 
spotted you on something bad. That’s complete lie, and was written just to scare you. 
As well as “known names” – like software giants, antivirus companies or the police. 
So, don’t hesitate and call your parents. Actually, I was already talking with them 
about it on the parents meeting. I told them that they should trust their own children 
more than some strangers from the Internet. I believe you will discuss all these things 
with your parents, no one can feel safe from such fraudsters…

– And what the parents will be doing?

– Sometimes it is very easy to turn off such “blocking” – since it really blocks nothing. 
It might be enough just to click on it or to reboot the machine. Antivirus might also 
help – sometimes you can download it right on the ”blocked” device. But, of course, 
you should get it free from the antivirus provider website – just not to get one more 
virus. If your device is really locked, the parents will bring it to repair service and call 
the police. So, the fraudsters will be found and will have BIG problems…

USEFUL ADVICE:

If your tablet or smartphone had been “blocked” by malicious software, 
never follow the directions from the blocking screen – and, of course, 
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never do what the ”blockers” want, do not send them money. If you 
cannot get rid of the blocking screen yourself – for example, rebooting the 
device or downloading special unblocking software – you should bring the 
device to repairmen. After it gets unlocked, immediately download mobile 
antivirus. 

If the blocking screen has information about a mobile number of fraud-
sters, you can report it to your mobile provider – they will block it. Also 
you can report the case to the police.

Mobile virus – not just a traveler 
– We began to talk about viruses, - Denis “turned on”. – Are there many of them?

– Right now – not really many, - the teacher explained, - but their amount becomes 
bigger and bigger.  That’s because more and more people starts using mobile devices 
and often keeps there important information. These devices have different operation 
systems, so for each system a special virus is needed. For some systems there are 
more viruses, for some – less… 
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Till now there were no cases when a lot of mobile devices were infected by one 
type of virus. But specialists think that it’s just a matter of time – until there will 
be very many smartphones and tablets. If the criminals feel a real “field” – it will 
become much more unsafe… Actually, the very first mobile virus appeared back 
in 2004.

– And how it gets into mobile phone?

– Generally, the same way as with usual computer. That might be a hidden file 
which copies itself at other devices. How it gets to you – that depends how you 
are connected to the Internet. Usually viruses and other harmful software get on 
your device via MMS and Bluetooth. That’s why it’s safe to keep your wireless 
interface switched off and to turn it on only when necessary. It is really impor-
tant to keep to this rule in places where are many people – at crowded streets, in 
public transport, at airports, schools… If you really need to keep Bluetooth on all 
the time, make restrictions at the receiving files – size, type, sources. In such case 
you will be able to block the attempt to send you the virus.

But there might be another way. For example, at the New Year we usually send 
greeting cards on the Internet. There are millions of cards being sent. Each one of 
you probably had received a card at holidays at least once. And, of course, you 
want to know what is written there to you. That’s what the fraudsters use – your 
interest.

– But we all send greeting cards on the Internet, - Katya said. – What will happen? 
The card came, you opened it, if you didn’t like it – you delete it. What to be scared?

– Don’t hurry, - Irina Petrovna continued. – You can get information about 
incoming card by SMS. You get an SMS with information that you can watch a 
greeting card or MMS from your phone by the provided link. The link, of course, 
will be to the fraudsters’ website. After you follow the link, you will find yourself 
subscribed to some expensive paid services or you may catch a virus, so you will 
be losing money from your mobile account every day. Even adults, with their big 
life experience, get on this trick.

– Oh-ho… - slowly said Katya. – So, we should not open cards at smartphones and 
computers at all? 
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– Why so? – the teacher answered. – Of course you can, but you should look 
where it came from. If an SMS or MMS came from unknown address, you’d better 
not open the content, but if you already opened it – do not follow the instruc-
tions there.

But now, in most cases the viruses and Trojans get to mobile devices via Inter-
net-downloads or from usual computers. So, the antivirus for a big computer can 
protect also a smartphone in this case…

- You mean the stories when the bad software pretends to be games? – Denis asked. 

- Absolutely. Harmful software “likes” to pretend to be games, useful software 
or add-ons. It will definitely ask you to agree to install it. Right now there 
are no “automatic” viruses that jump from one phone to another and launch 
themselves automatically. So, if you’ve got a message or suggestion to install 
some kind of application, and you do not know its developer – do not launch 
its installation. And, of course, do not install anyth ing from unknown or 
s trange websites.

Mitya, sitting in the corner, looked at its “simple” mobile phone with doubt.

– As for your phone, you do not have too many things to worry about, - Irina Pet-
rovna said. – The more “simple” your phone is and the more “different” it is from 
the computer, the safer it is from this side.

– And what can the virus or trojan do to my smartphone? – Dasha asked.

– You know, the very first virus for mobile phone, Cabir, was quite harmless, – the 
teacher explained. – All that it did was just sitting in the phone and trying to get 
to other phones. But the new harmful software – that’s not just viruses.

They can get access to all your information, contacts, calendar notes in the 
phone and delete them. They can send an infected MMS to every contact in your 
phone book. Since every MMS costs money, that means that you are paying for 
sending viruses to your parents and friends. The worst thing is when virus deletes 
or blocks some phone apps or even completely destroys the phone. So, it can do 
many things…
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No difference how you get online –  
matters what you do there!

– I think it’s more convenient with smartphone than with laptop, - Maxim noted. – 
You can get into social network any time you want, you don’t need to wait till you 
get home to your computer…

– Or to Twitter, - Katya added. – You can write what you do now, everyone is reading, 
writing comments…

– Aha, - Vova “appeared”. – For example, they will make a page about you with some-
one’s naked photos, and you will be telling everyone that it’s not you.

– That is just one form of cyberbullying, - Irina Petrovna explained. – The same as 
sending offensive messages online or uploading the scenes of humiliation over your 
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classmate. That’s not just bad, that is illegal and severe punishment can come for it. 
But, honestly, sometimes the victim him- or herself can attract cyber-aggressors.

– How? – Katya asked, typing something in her smartphone.

– When you post something in social network, blog or Twitter, many people can 
read or see what you post. Among them there may be those who like to attack or 
humiliate others. They are impolite and cowardly people, but you may meet them 
online very often. Such person – he or she may be even from your class – expects that 
you will run for popularity, “likes”. To be popular online, many young users – espe-
cially girls – begin to post private information, photos where they are almost naked, 
or communicate with people much older than themselves.  Actually, we have already 
discussed that – when we were talking about online safety. But no difference what 
device you use – computer or smartphone, safety rules are the same anyway.

– Ah, this is THAT cyberbullying? – clarified Denis.

– Absolutely. That can become the reason for bullying, humiliation, trolling, hacking 
your account. For example, there are many fake accounts on Twitter. For example, 
from the name of some famous actor or singer. Girls start posting there how they 
like him, and get offended and hurt back. Or they might add this fake account into 
friends, and bullies get access to your information “for friends only”. They will publish 
it for everyone with very offensive comments…

– But we NEED to show ourselves somewhere! – Katya and Dasha exclaimed almost 
together.

– You know, girls, - Irina Petrovna answered, - here you may face with several prob-
lems. First, many of you spend in social networks more time that with friends offline. 
So, many of you begin to want to fully show your life there, online, together with 
your most private thoughts, moments of life, photos. And it happens so that  you 
have no private space – you live “in the showroom”. So many tragedies had happened 
because of it with young people… Just find time to interact with your friends outside 
the Internet, and do not post too much about yourself online.

Second, youth likes to add absolutely unknown people into friends. They think that 
helps them to become more popular, so they don’t check their new “friend” – but 
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just “friend” him and share with him or her their private information, photos and 
family secrets. But a friend at school and a “friend” online –there is a great differ-
ence between them! Firstly because you have never seen your online-friend outside 
the Internet.  In reality you are not friends, you are still strangers to one another. 
And usually from such “friends” you get offences online – or you even may become 
victims of a crime. So, do not add strangers to your friendlist – add just those whom 
you know offline. “An old friend is better than two new ones”.

USEFUL ADVICE:

Mobile content is not different from content we see on “usual” computers.  
That’s why when we get online from mobile device we have to follow the 
same safety rules as with “usual” computer. It’s not a good idea to add 
everyone to your online friendlist – limit your friendlist with those whom 
you know offline and who you are sure with. Also it’s not a good idea to 
upload online photos or videos which you have just made – although you 
want to be the first, it’s usually better to thing several times what may 
happen if you post this content.

And here the school bell rang.

-Our lesson is finished. These are the main things you have to know to stay safe with 
your mobile devices, so that they will be your good friends, - said Irina Petrovna. 

-Thank you very much! See you next time, Irina Petrovna, - the classmates said and 
began to gather their things from the desks.

- See you on our next lesson,  - the teacher answered. – Bye-bye. And be careful – 
remember the things we were talking about today.
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Safety using mobile devices: main  
advices for children and parents

 
Anyone can become a victim of harmful actions. That is the matter of case. That’s 
why we all have to be ready to protect ourselves from harm. Protection is a common 
task for children, parents and friends, and always one who knows more and does 
more about his\her safety  turns out to be more protected.

So, that is what everyone should remember about mobile safety:

Children safety

• Mobile phone is at first a device for communication with relatives and friends.

• Mobile phone has nothing to do with anonymity. Phone number helps to find not 
only who you are, but even where you live. Criminals often use this possibility.

• You should be very careful about choosing your friends online. Do not give your 
home or mobile phone number to the people you don’t know very well. And, of 
course, you should not publish your private information in social networks so that 
everyone can access it.

• To keep safe from fraudsters, decide with your parents and friends special secret 
questions, so that only you know the correct answers to them. Fraudsters are good 
psychologists and they can get seriously prepared before talking to their victims. Do 
not use such answers to secret questions as how you look like or what is your clothes, 
since the fraudsters may know your face – for example, from your photos. Or they 
could just have followed you and they know where you live or study.

• It’s good to remember that mobile conversations can sometimes be heard by third 
people. Think first before giving any information to unknown person by phone. Never 
tell such things as you have forgotten to close the door, or that you will go after 
school not home but to friends and you will be home later than your parents.
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• You received an SMS: “Send me money, help me fast!” If you do not know this phone 
number – do not hurry to answer!

• Do not believe every word of the unknown person calling you – or the person you cannot 
distinctly recognize. Check every word of such person before doing something.

• Always ask: “Do you need money or help?” The word “Give” is not a scream for help, but a 
danger signal for you and your friends\relatives.

• The fraudster may call you and tell that someone from your friends or relatives had been 
detained by police, and will ask money to help release him. The fact of detainment might 
be real, but do not trust every word. Firstly check the fact, even if the person calling you 
said that he or she is a policeman. Ask where your friend or relative might be detained. 
Then call the traditional police number – you may check the fact of detention there or, 
if not, you may ask the phone number of the police office where your friend\relative is 
pretended to be. You may also check these phone numbers on the official police websites. 
You should know that other law enforcement agencies, for example prosecutors, do not 
detain people themselves. 
If the detainment had been abroad and your contact claims that the person had been 
detained by local police, necessary contacts you may get from the tourist enterprise or in 
the consulate. But the first time you should remember is: if the talk is about money, that is 
the first sign of a fraud!

• If the conversation has finished and you are still not sure about who really was calling you 
and if what he\she told you is truth, you may call the phone number of the person you be-
lieve was calling you. You should call the number you know from your phone book, but not 
the number of last conversation. If this number is not available (not answering), think who 
else may know where this person is – friends, relatives. Call them and get info you need.

• You have got a call that your parents, brother\sister is in danger, and you cannot call them 
back – their phones are not answering? Sometimes fraudsters specially check time and call 
their victims when “person in danger” is in the “out-of-service” zone (for example, in metro). 
They may spend weeks to catch the moment. Do not hurry, wait some times and call again 
– maybe the “victim” will answer you in half an hour or an hour.

• In emergency it is good to have the list of “needed phones” on paper. Do not rely just on 
electronic phone contact book. The phone may go off power or break down. Take a small 
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paper notebook  and write down some necessary phones there. It will really help you in 
emergency situation.

• If you have a more experienced person near you (classmate, relative, good friend), turn 
on the loudspeaker. Tell this person that when loudspeaker is on, they should give you 
advices in writing – the fraudster will not hear you in such case. For that purpose you 
may use your friend’s phone – a notebook app or an SMS app.

PARENTS

• All the advices above can be useful also for you. But, besides them, we would like to 
give you some more recommendations:

• Extra phone is not an element of luxury but the additional communication channel 
with relatives and friends in case of emergency. One of the mobile numbers should be 
kept “secret” and be used only for contacting friends or relatives in emergency. Please 
make sure children understand that this phone number should be used only for these 
purposes and they should never give it to strangers.

• While choosing the mobile phone for you and your kids, check if it has a voice record-
ing option. When the person is in stress, he or she loses 70-80% of important infor-
mation. The person begins to “reconstruct” the conversation and the details might be 
changed. That may cause problems, for example, for law enforcement investigating the 
case. The fraudster’s voice itself might be a precious evidence. 

• The voice recording device should be able to record the talk for two hours or more.

• One of the main keys of child safety is the close contact and trust between parents 
and children. Openness and ability to discuss serious problems is a big input to your 
child’s safety.

• “Play” different situations with mobile safety beforehand. “Hard in training – easy in 
battle”, as Generalissimus Suvorov said.

• Find some time to read and discuss with children awareness-raising books and articles 
about safety. You also may gather a “video collection” of awareness videos about online 
and mobile safety and positive digital environment, and watch them together in the family. 
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About us

Safer Internet Centre – Russia is a key Russian project on safer and positive Internet, 
mobile and digital environment for children and adults. Founded by ROCIT, Safer 
Internet Centre operates since 2008 running awareness-raising work, anonymous 
Hotline on illegal content and Internet-helpline. In 2012 Safer Internet Centre 
became the base for emerging Russian National Centre for Missing and Exploited 
Children (“NeВopusti!”)

The main task of Russian Safer Internet Centre is to promote safety in digital world, 
positive online environment, raise digital literacy, support involvement of users in 
ensuring safe and positive digital atmosphere. Safer Internet Centre is a member of 
Insafe – European network of Safer Internet Centres - and INHOPE, International 
Association of Internet Hotlines. Safer Internet Day events in Russia, with support 
of regional partners of Safer Internet Centre, cover most of the regions of Russian 
Federation.
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